
Introduction

In 1616, Anna of Denmark (1574–1619), queen of Scots and queen consort 
of England, appointed Inigo Jones (1573–1652), surveyor of the king’s 
works, as the ‘accomptaunte’ to continue shaping the relationship between 
the palace and grounds at Greenwich.1 On the south side of the estate, in 
place of an old Tudor gateway, a small lodge was to be built as a retreat, 
where the queen could view both park and river, entertain select guests, and 
indulge in leisure activities (Figure I.1).2 The resultant ‘module’ designed 
by Jones, envisioned the first truly classical building in England, and once 
Anna was satisfied with the plan, work began in earnest. Observing the 
beginnings of this new structure, John Chamberlain (1553–1628) informed 
Dudley Carleton (1573–1632) that ‘the Quene … is building somwhat at 
Greenwich w[hi]ch must be finished this summer. It is saide to be some 
curious of devise of Inigo Jones, and will cost above 4000li.’3 The build-
ing, however, was not finished by the end of the summer, or even by the 
close of April 1618 when work was formally stopped. Within a year, Anna 
was dead, and her ‘curious … devise’ was not completed until 1638 under 
the guidance of her daughter-in-law Henrietta Maria (1609–1669).4 Now 
known as the Queen’s House, it still stands, much altered, in Greenwich 
and is one of the most celebrated early modern English buildings. Its fame 
generally rests on it being one of the few remaining examples of Jones’s 
ingenuity, but the building is wholly unusual and extremely significant for 
having been commissioned, built for, and paid for, by royal women.

A royal female consort in patriarchal early Stuart Scotland and England, 
Anna’s ability to commission and/or fund cultural projects was subject to 
the largesse of her husband, King James VI and I (1566–1625). In light of 
her dowry and dynastic prestige, Anna’s marriage treaty ensured she was 
granted a set of jointure possessions (including some royal residences) 
that yielded her an independent annual income for life.5 Even so, she did 
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not have sole possession and/or occupancy of any of ‘her’ jointure prop-
erties. Although she favoured several residences in her jointure above all 
others – Dunfermline, Somerset House, Greenwich Palace, and Oatlands 
Manor – these estates routinely welcomed the king with, or without, the 
queen.6 Primarily, the jointure was to protect Anna in case of widowhood, 
and during her life it was to cover her household costs but, as discussed 
in Chapter 1, it rarely proved sufficient, and all additional expenditure 
was sanctioned by James and paid out by the exchequer. Indeed, new or 
restorative building work at any residence was explicitly excluded from 
Anna’s personal income. First outlined in 1604, when her English join-
ture was settled, it was reiterated in March 1616 when Sir Edward Coke 
(1552–1634) drew up twelve ‘directions and orders’ to reduce the queen’s 
debts and increase her income. Coke’s second recommendation called for 
the queen ‘to spend but £1,000 a moneth over and above charges of diet 
and buildinge’, which was clarified by a marginal notation in another hand 
that ‘the king beare all the charges of diet, houskeping and of building’.7 
Yet Anna’s actions that year – 1616 – show there was more flexibility and 
variance than titles, designations, and even rulings sometimes suggest, for 
she did use her privy purse for building work at Oatlands and Greenwich 
with payments being made for lengthy brick walls, several monumental 
gateways, a silkworm house, new lodgings, and the beginnings of the 
hunting lodge.8

I.1 Survey plan of Greenwich Palace, c. 1694–1695.
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The complex relationship between consort and crown finance, and the 
connective issues of patronage and authority, are a central focus of the 
following chapters, as this book seeks to arrive at a better understanding 
of the agency and activities, the cares and concerns, and the motivations 
of Anna of Denmark. She was, as her name suggests, a Danish princess 
who, following marriage, became queen of Scotland, and then also queen 
consort of England. A remarkable woman, her court produced a wide 
array of important expressive media including art, architecture, garden 
design, music, and theatre, which influenced the tastes and activities of 
her connoisseurial son Henry (1594–1612), and her daughter Elizabeth 
(1596–1662), and helped to reinvigorate and reorientate England’s grow-
ing dialogue with European forms, styles, and traditions. Throughout it 
all, Anna helped facilitate James’s itinerant mode of kingship, assisted 
his quest to be seen as both universal and pacific, and championed her 
natal identity for political leverage. Thus, during the protracted Habsburg-
Stuart marriage negotiations, for example, Anna made visual and verbal 
references to her Oldenburg lineage to remind court attendees that an 
alliance with Great Britain would facilitate connections with her pres-
tigious kinship network that extended from Denmark-Norway across 
Brandenburg, Braunschweig-Lüneburg, Electoral Saxony, Mecklenburg, 
and Schleswig-Holstein.

Mobility and translation

Anna of Denmark’s life, as with many of her royal female contemporar-
ies, was one of mobility. This necessitated her negotiation of multiple 
ethnic, national, social, and religious customs, traditions, and beliefs. In 
the examination of Anna’s agency at the multiple Stuart courts then, this 
book is broadly concerned with processes and patterns of transcultural 
exchange, and with the uses and meanings of identifying labels. It con-
firms that Anna’s experiences at the Danish-Norwegian court – tightly 
connected to much of the German lands – were a key influence on the 
cultural forms, traditions, and aesthetics that she chose to support in 
Scotland and England. Yet as the following chapters discuss, Anna did not 
replicate or transplant the spaces, structures, and fashions of her natal 
kingdom. Rather, they were adapted and modified as she encountered the 
practices, expectations, and resources (material and human) of her new 
marital environs, thereby affirming Peter Burke’s theory of cultural trans-
lation.9 Beyond her personal experience, Anna’s knowledge of Oldenburg 
modes and fashions, and her keen sense of natal pride and identity, was 
reinforced through the high level of contact that she maintained with her 
siblings and members of her wider familial network through the exchange 
of letters and gifts, through personal visits and the movement of formal 
and informal diplomatic envoys.
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Contributing to the growing number of studies focused on the role 
played by northern European, Hanseatic, and Baltic cultural traditions on 
the development of the early modern British milieu, this book further helps 
to balance the earlier predominance of attention on Italian modes and 
precepts.10 It confirms the existence of a broadly European pre-modern 
culture largely facilitated by travel and kinship, where artefacts, trends, 
and traditions spilled across regional divisions, confessional conflicts, and 
general intolerance. Increasingly gathering acceptance – and fruitfully 
employed by scholars of architecture, theatre, and festivals – this perspec-
tive is yet to become widespread in visual and material histories of the 
early modern Stuart courts.11

The following chapters build on theorisations of the paradigmatic 
‘queen’s court’ in early Stuart England, highlighting the fluidity and par-
adox that was regularly at play in royal women’s negotiation of position 
and influence.12 Early modern identities are shown to be more multivalent, 
fluid, and porous than we often give credit, bearing out Ulinka Rublack’s 
observation that ‘people across early modern society were not absorbed 
in large collective cultures dictating uniformity such as “peasants”, “arti-
sans”, or “Protestants”.’13 Such labels were also inherently subjective, so 
that notions of what Spanish fashion or Lutheranism looked like varied 
from court to court and region to region but also from individual to indi-
vidual. Nevertheless, modern scholars have been quick to assign labels to 
early modern identities – whether that be religious, national, or dynastic 
– and they are too often applied in oppositional binaries. Thus, an early 
modern person was either Catholic or Protestant, Spanish or English, 
Medici or Habsburg. The tendency to binarise, rather than capture the 
labile, palimpsestic, and multiple nature of early modern identities has 
been articulated by Bernard Capp and Barbara Harris, who isolate a sim-
ilar tendency in scholarship on early modern elite and common English 
women, who are often characterised as either meekly accepting, or dan-
gerously subverting, the patriarchal status quo.14

Anna through history

Anna, like many queens consort before and after her, has suffered a tra-
ditionally negative, trivialising historiography that persisted well into the 
late twentieth century.15 By this time, however, building on the work of 
feminist scholars, some historians were also seeking a broader reassess-
ment of early modern women. Central to their efforts has been a redefini-
tion of what constituted the political, moving away from the public/private 
binary in order to develop an understanding of how women could achieve 
political value through cultural means and social mores.16 In the case of 
Anna of Denmark, literary scholars have been particularly significant to the 
growing appreciation of the queen as a cultural agent who supported and 
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patronised a range of expressive media that often ran counter to the inter-
ests of King James. First articulated by Leeds Barroll and continued in the 
work of James Knowles, Clare McManus, and Sophie Tomlinson, among 
others, Anna’s masquing activities have been recognised as a central com-
ponent of early Stuart court culture, and have provided a fertile platform 
for a reconsideration of her wider political import.17 As is now well known, 
the masque was an important occasion in the court calendar, and beyond 
its cultural significance, it had far-reaching political, diplomatic, and social 
ramifications.18 For her part, Anna successfully marshalled the art form to 
gather together a highly select, influential courtly audience; she strictly 
guarded invitations, which turned them into a sign of monarchical favour, 
and carefully selected jewellery and apparel to visualise her support of 
specific policies and alliances. Moreover, contemporaries acknowledged 
her determinative guidance of the art form. Ben Jonson (1572–1637) 
 un equivocally credited Anna with the conceit of The Masque of Blackness, 
alleging that it was ‘her Majesty’s will’ to have the masquers presented 
as ‘blackamores at first’.19 Later, when the paired masque – The Masque 
of Beauty – was danced by the queen and her ladies in 1608, onlookers 
explicitly ascribed the occasion to Anna and the Venetian ambassador 
identified her as the ‘authoress of the whole’.20 By controlling or influenc-
ing the content and performance site, scholars have shown that Anna chal-
lenged concepts of authorship, authority, and female beauty; complicated 
notions and boundaries of race, gender, and imperialism; staged female 
marital power; allegorised James, and his monarchy, as a harmonising yet 
omnipotent force; and even, as McManus states, ‘interrogated the very 
notion of the masque as court masque’.21 Beyond the costly, visionary 
spectacle of the masque, however, Anna gave ample time, consideration, 
and money to a host of other art forms including architecture, garden 
design, painting, music, and jewellery, which have been comparatively 
overlooked. It is the mode and manner of Anna’s engagement with these 
visual and material goods that forms the heart of this book which, read in 
conjunction with the extensive socio-political and literary scholarship on 
early Stuart theatre, provides a more comprehensive understanding of the 
personal iconography, aims, interests, and alliances of the Stuart consort.

Patronage and agency

A significant difficulty faced by scholars seeking to argue for the cultural 
agency of early modern women is the lack of documentary evidence sur-
rounding their purchase, commission, and acquisition of visual, textual, 
and material goods. Among the English formal structures that favoured 
men and marginalised or excluded women, one of the most detrimental 
was the common law doctrine of coverture, which ruled that a married 
woman was an adjunct of her husband, not her own individual person in 
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any economic, social, or legal sense.22 In practice though, as Harris and 
Amy Erickson have persuasively demonstrated, this was not a blanket 
ruling, and it was not enforced on an everyday basis. On the one hand, it 
was to the benefit of many men to ensure their wives had property rights 
or wills, and to allow them to manage the household finances and staff. 
On the other, economic power remained with the husband, who not only 
fared better in the jointure settlement but was able to sanction (or revoke) 
his wife’s economic independence and control any assets and reserves.23 
It was slightly different for Anna, who, as a royal woman, was not subject 
to coverture and had her own independent jointure income.24 But, as men-
tioned, this income was solely intended for running her establishment and 
it rarely proved sufficient even for that.25 Thus, numerous surviving war-
rants under privy seal clearly show that James routinely ordered large sup-
plementary sums for Anna’s use, although it is unclear where this money 
went. Formally, James was also expected to cover all other costs relating 
to Anna’s household as well as those of her wardrobe, stables, and resi-
dences.26 Furthermore, under this system Anna’s wish for new or restora-
tive work to be carried out on her buildings or gardens, or her requests for 
pieces of furniture, soft furnishings, decorative objects or items of apparel 
were to be financed by James personally, or sanctioned by him and paid 
through the exchequer, leaving the queen routinely absent from court 
records. Thus, if we follow the traditional theory of a patron being ‘the 
person or group who ordered and subsequently paid for the work’, then we 
will naturally preclude Anna of Denmark and most early modern women.27

Since the early 2000s, scholars have increasingly recognised that 
women ‘often existed outside the bounds of financial accountability or 
legal strictures’, subsequently advancing patronage studies by question-
ing the definition, process, and very constituents of patronage. In particu-
lar, the pioneering work of Roger Crum on secular female Renaissance 
patrons persuasively expanded earlier concepts of patronage to include 
those people ‘in charge of its preservation, daily use, and perhaps its 
display’.28 For, as Crum maintains, it was the needs, wants, activities, 
and tastes of these people, who not only frequently occasioned the initial 
purchase or commission but who had a decisive impact on the materials 
and aesthetic.29 Significantly, ‘these people’ were often women. In turn, 
Sheryl Reiss and David Wilkins have robustly supported this argument 
and, coining the term ‘conjugal patronage’, have asserted that patronage 
was often a joint endeavour, and that the joining was most commonly 
between husband and wife.30 Thus, as Wilkins elaborates, ‘a more com-
prehensive approach to patronage’ must be followed – one that allows for 
the discussion of undocumented works and includes ‘those who requested 
and/or needed the work, as well as those who were intended to use it’.31 
Turning from Italy to England, this patronage model has been fruitfully 
applied to Anna’s daughter-in-law, and successor, Henrietta Maria, who 
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was rarely in the position of directly settling the bills of artisans and 
tradesmen. Nevertheless, Caroline Hibbard and Erin Griffey have persua-
sively demonstrated the importance of her ‘directorial responsibility’, for 
her approval was required for the building and garden work completed at 
her palaces, the layout and decoration of her rooms, and the style of her 
clothing, so that it was her interests, ideas, and tastes that coloured the 
choice of craftsperson and the choice and look of the finished product.32 
This is similarly true of Anna of Denmark, who was actively involved in 
shaping her own visual persona; commissioning articles of jewellery and 
pieces of apparel that she owned and wore; choosing the nature and type 
of gifts to be given to servants, familial members, and foreign elites; order-
ing building and refurbishment work for the properties she principally 
inhabited; and selecting the visual and material goods that furnished those 
properties. These cultural endeavours, unlike the court masque, rarely 
solicited contemporary commentary about agency or direction but they 
did hold intrinsic political value. This was outlined by Harris in a seminal 
essay of 1990, which she subsequently developed in numerous publica-
tions, and which has been employed by cultural and political historians 
as a framework for the reconceptualisation of female political power in 
early modern England.33 Consequently, the concept of conjugal patronage 
is used throughout this study to provide a richer understanding of the 
breadth of Anna’s interests and some of the meanings generated by her 
actions, associations, and possessions. This approach moves beyond the 
socio-cultural restrictions placed on Anna as a woman, and the way in 
which court finances were structured and controlled in the early Stuart 
period. In doing so, a more comprehensive evaluation of Anna’s role and 
significance as a cultural patron is provided, which is not hampered by 
narrow models, or obscured by the bureaucratic mechanics of courtly 
financial control and distribution.

Visual display

A paucity of evidence likewise affects our knowledge of the audience and 
reception of Anna’s visual display. The role of inference is often therefore 
inevitable, but surviving inventories and accounts, coupled with contem-
poraneous opinions do offer valuable insights into the virtues, aims, and 
allegiances that Anna endeavoured or managed to project. As queen con-
sort, she was a visual symbol of the Stuart monarchy and her appearance 
and comportment were repeatedly held to political account.34 Having been 
privy to the 1608 performance of the Masque of Beauty, for example, the 
Venetian ambassador stated that ‘what beggared all else, and possibly 
exceeded the public expectation was the wealth of pearls and jewels that 
adorned the Queen and her ladies, so abundant and splendid that in every-
body’s opinion no other court could have displayed such riches.’35 If Anna’s 
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physical presence was scrutinised at the Stuart court, it was similarly ana-
lysed throughout the European courtly community through epistolary net-
works and the ritual exchange of portraits. Beyond monarchical power and 
prestige, however, recent scholarship has shown how early modern royal 
women could – and did – make conscious sartorial decisions to legitimise 
their position, demonstrate national and dynastic belonging, and illustrate 
political intentions and alliances.36 This has been observed of Élisabeth 
of Valois (1545–1568), Élisabeth of Bourbon (1602–1644), and Maria de 
Médici (1575–1642), for instance, and the same is true of Anna of Denmark 
who used bodily display in the form of familial badges, miniatures, and 
specific colours and styles of clothing, to visualise her verbal concerns, 
ensuring that her onlookers were made well aware of her dignified lineage, 
influential kinship networks, Spanish favour, and of her wish for Prince 
Henry to marry the Infanta Ana María (1601–1666).

Beyond her physical body, Anna’s visual display extended to her 
properties of primary occupancy in England: Greenwich Palace, Oatlands 
Manor, and Somerset House. These residences regularly hosted local and 
international elites, both singularly by the queen and jointly by the monar-
chical couple, although James’s frequent absences from London coupled 
with their separate calendars meant that Anna probably presided over 
more state audiences than most consorts. Yet visitors to Anna’s court 
rarely, if ever, record their impressions of the interiors. Rather, the increas-
ing importance of precedence and courtesy fostered an almost obsessive 
focus on these matters to the neglect of just about everything else. Rather 
than relaying details of fashion or setting at any one reception or event, 
ambassadorial dispatches are generally filled with information concern-
ing whether it was ‘for publicke, or for private’, the route that was taken, 
the type of seating provided, their position in the room relative to others, 
and their proximity to the royal person.37 The squabbles over precedence 
between the Spanish and French ambassadors in this period are legend-
ary, and it is no coincidence that James was the first English monarch to 
create a formal post for strictly regulating issues of status and access – a 
master of ceremonies – held by Sir Lewis Lewknor (c.1560–1627) from 
1605 and assisted by Sir John Finet (1570/71–1641) who took over from 
Lewknor on his death in the Caroline period.38 These concerns are palpa-
bly apparent in the lengthy description by Horatio Busino of the ‘audience 
of the queen’ enjoyed by his master – the Venetian ambassador extraor-
dinary, Pietro Contarini – at Oatlands in September 1618. Contarini must 
have been provided with an account of the expected proceedings, for 
Busino notes that ‘it would have been exceedingly grand and pompous 
by the instructions given, but on the appointed day a provoking rain fell 
incessantly.’ Nevertheless, the occasion was still considered ‘most stately 
and grave’ due to the identity, order, and seating arrangements of the 
guests. Modes of entry and the royal touch also drew Busino’s attention, 
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who was pleased to report that Contarini ‘was led by the Lord Chamberlain 
into the presence chamber and was graciously received by her Majesty, 
who gave him her hand.’ After the audience, ‘they led his Excellency 
[Contarini] to dinner’, and of the dinner itself, Busino happily recalls that 
‘the table was distributed beautifully and profusely.’39 However, on the 
specifics of the foodstuffs, of Anna’s formal attire, or the decoration of the 
room, he is regrettably quiet, and the same is true of earlier ambassadors. 
Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli, who, having ‘passed into the Queen’s [Anna] 
apartments’, merely sighed that ‘it would be tedious to describe her splen-
dour’, while the chief concern of Francesco Contarini and Marcantonio 
Correr was that they be ‘most courteously received’ – as an indication 
of the queen’s favour for Venice – and are pleased to report that Anna 
‘caused us to be seated, and engaged us in conversation for some time’.40

Despite the dearth of eyewitness descriptions, an analysis of the extant 
inventories, accounts, and objects make it clear that the placement of func-
tional and decorative goods at Anna’s palaces – as with other Tudor and 
Stuart residences – was determined by the guiding principles of suitability, 
audience, and precedence.41 These documents further demonstrate that, 
in the same manner as her bodily attire, the queen’s household goods 
operated as ‘complex visual codes’ signifying her social standing and 
financial position – and therefore that of the Stuart kingdom – together 
with her interests and aesthetics, piety, factional leanings, and dynas-
tic pedigree.42 The hierarchy of the queen’s rooms was made manifest 
in a sliding scale of the fabric types and dyestuffs used for textiles and 
upholstery, and in the manner and quantity of furniture and decorative 
objects.43 Thus, the state apartments and other important reception rooms 
such as the Great Gallery at Somerset House were equipped with suites 
of furniture in crimson velvet, complete with a canopy of state and a large 
quantity of portraits of local and foreign elites that showcased the power 
and breadth of the Stuart network. Comparatively lesser rooms, such as 
the library at Oatlands, sported furniture upholstered in silver camlet with 
green flowers and special tables made to hold and display books. Rooms 
with restricted access, such as the cabinet or closet, contained more per-
sonalised, intimate objects such as pieces of porcelain, agate, and coral, 
as well as curios and a select number of books. The cabinet at Oatlands 
even touchingly contained a portrait of Anna’s deceased brother Hans, 
Prince of Schleswig-Holstein (1583–1602). In the relatively private rooms 
of her residences, Anna placed goods that invited close inspection, while 
in the chambers and galleries that accommodated formal audiences, and 
at court more generally, she took care to visualise her factional and familial 
connections, her political loyalties and opinions, and her tastes and con-
nections. This was communicated through the iconography of the jewels 
and the colour of the clothes that she chose to wear; in the portraits that 
she hung; in the unusual and imported objects and pieces of furniture that 
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she displayed; in the heraldry that branded her palaces (her cipher, motto, 
and the Danish-Norwegian arms); and in the visual persona she crafted.44

Terminology and sources

A central intention of this study has been to move beyond the Anglo-
centric approach traditionally applied to studies of Anna of Denmark. 
Remarkably, despite Anna’s geographical and cultural mobility, she is 
consistently referred to as queen consort of England, and her time at 
the Stuart court in England is almost the sole focus of research.45 This 
approach has obfuscated our understanding of how Anna’s Oldenburg 
birthright and European connections shaped her role and value at court 
and impacted Stuart foreign policy, and how her transnational experiences 
underpinned her aims, activities, networks, and behaviour. Concerted 
effort has  therefore been made to include Anna’s time as queen consort 
in both Scotland and England, and to consider the influential role that her 
childhood experiences in Denmark-Norway had on her cultural endeav-
ours and conception of status. This book draws on a wealth of untapped 
archival material primarily held in the collections of the National Archives 
(London) and the National Records of Scotland (Edinburgh) but including 
those from other repositories in Austria, Denmark, the United Kingdom, 
and Sweden. These manuscripts – household lists, accounts, warrants, 
bills, inventories, and letters – have been supplemented by a range of 
printed primary materials that have not heretofore featured in studies 
of Anna of Denmark and are contextualised within the secondary source 
literature relating to the two Stuart courts. However, it does not claim to 
be an exhaustive study of Anna of Denmark, and it is hoped that the new 
material uncovered here will encourage future cross-cultural research that 
looks to encompass additional sources still waiting to be found in other 
European repositories.

Chapter structure

This book is a sustained examination of the role, activities, and significance 
of Anna of Denmark, as Stuart queen consort in Scotland and England. 
Anna is, therefore, the primary focus while other important historical fig-
ures including King James, the royal children, and powerful male courtiers 
– such as Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel (1585–1646), George Villiers, 
Duke of Buckingham (1592–1628), Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton 
(1540–1614), Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury (1563–1612), and Robert Carr, 
Earl of Somerset (c.1587–1645) – are not subject to detailed analysis but 
feature only when they serve to elucidate the actions or agency of the 
queen.46 On the one hand, such parameters are dictated by the practical 
matter of space but, on the other, they intentionally recognise that these 
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figures have all received individual, focused studies that can, and should, 
be read in conjunction with this book if the aim is for a comprehensive 
understanding of the Stuart courts.

In approaching the Stuart courts through the lens of the queen consort, 
this study is underpinned by three key themes: translating cultures; female 
agency and clientage; and the role of kinship networks and genealogical 
identity for early modern royal women. Taking a thematic approach, it 
follows a spatial trajectory beginning with Anna’s exterior spaces, before 
moving to the interior furnishings of her palaces, the material adornment 
of the royal body, an examination of Anna’s visual persona, and finish-
ing with a discussion of Anna’s performance of extraordinary rituals that 
follow her life cycle. While this introduction has presented the key meth-
odological pathways used throughout this book, the following chapter 
builds on this foundation by examining the role of the queen consort, 
 contextualising Anna’s place and value within the wider socio-political 
environment of the Stuart courts in Scotland and England, and introducing 
the reader to Anna’s consanguineous and affinal kingship networks that 
were valued by both Stuart king and queen consort, and serviced through 
letters, gifts, and travelling personnel.

Chapter 2 examines the ways in which Anna conceived of, and trans-
formed, her court spaces in Scotland and England. It uncovers the signifi-
cance of setting – both immediate and further afield – to Anna’s conception 
of a palace, discusses her strong sense of possession, and traces notable 
consistencies in taste and style across her projects. The importance of 
Anna’s Danish upbringing is approached as a source for her knowledge of, 
and interest in, innovative gardens and buildings while a detailed exam-
ination of Anna’s jointure, income, and modes of mobility furthers our 
understanding of the financial, geographic, and hierarchic structures that 
made up the Stuart court.

In Chapter 3, the male-dominated tradition of collecting and display at 
the Stuart court, and the use of the Italianate as the standard for cultural 
sophistication, is complicated through the examination of Anna’s prefer-
ence for Dutch and Flemish artworks that were concurrently favoured at the 
Oldenburg court. Our knowledge of cultural transfer operating between 
the courts of the Oldenburg siblings is extended through a considera-
tion of their parallel tastes, interests, and patronage, which is particularly 
noticeable in the realms of painting and music. Importantly, the discussion 
of Anna as a figure of exchange is approached through Burke’s framework 
of ‘cultural translation’, acknowledging that modes, traditions, and fash-
ions were not transferred wholesale between kingdoms but were dynami-
cally reshaped in line with the trends, materials, and resources already in 
practice at the destination.47 The chapter further uncovers Anna’s role as 
a representative of the monarchy and her use of space, access, and visual 
and material goods to strategically showcase amity and consanguinity.
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Situated across the sartorial landscape of Denmark-Norway, Scotland, 
and England, Chapter 4 draws on textual and pictorial evidence to critically 
evaluate the ability of garments and jewellery to make statements of iden-
tity, allegiance, and belonging. The discussion extends beyond the body 
of the queen to consider the apparel of her householders – many of whom 
were issued with garments in distinct, denotative colours, fabrics, and 
styles – and the place that clothing and jewels held for Anna in the highly 
politicised world of gift-exchange. This chapter presents new evidence 
concerning the Stuart consort’s relationship to the almost mythic sartorial 
legacy of her predecessor, Queen Elizabeth I (1533–1603), and charts 
the political significance of Anna’s apparel at key junctures including her 
international journeys from Denmark-Norway to Scotland in 1590 and 
from Scotland to England in 1603. It specifically extends our understand-
ing of the type and frequency of Anna’s jewellery purchase and argues that 
she continued Danish traditions in the strategic use of bodily display to 
visualise her dynastic identity and support her political aspirations.

Chapter 5 examines easel and miniature portraits of Anna produced 
in Scotland and England, to track the queen’s increasing control over her 
own image in the development of a highly individualised iconography 
that formed around familial pride, court networks, and personal inter-
ests. It uncovers Anna’s patronage of European artists – notably Isaac 
Oliver (1565–1617), Marcus Gheeraerts (1561–1636), and Paul van Somer 
(1577–1621) – to secure a cosmopolitan mode of representation that rad-
ically contrasted with the artists and styles supported by James and his 
court, and those favoured by Queen Elizabeth. The chapter argues that in 
portraiture, as in architecture and garden projects, Anna’s outward-facing 
stance helped to establish a new direction for royal patronage, aligning 
England with its European counterparts and setting an important prec-
edent for Prince Henry, who was quick to patronise the same artists as 
his mother and to adopt a comparative manner of presentation. Anchored 
within the domestic and international socio-political context, this chapter 
unpacks the intention and significance of format, iconography, and display 
in Anna’s portraits, and it increases our general understanding of the abil-
ity of portraiture to connect with wider cultural, dynastic, and diplomatic 
issues.

The final chapter focuses on the extraordinary rituals that Anna of 
Denmark underwent in Scotland and England: birth, baptism, church-
ing, and the marriage of her only daughter who survived to adulthood, 
Elizabeth. It concludes with her final performance for the Stuart monarchy 
with the magnificent state funeral that was mounted in honour of her death 
in March 1619. Throughout, the high diplomatic, dynastic, and socio- 
cultural importance of the figure of the queen consort to the Stuart monar-
chy is uncovered. While there is a substantive body of literature on death, 
mourning, and burial rites and practices in early modern England, those 
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staged for Anna of Denmark have not been subject to sustained discussion. 
Much of the material on the queen’s funeral is therefore presented here 
for the first time, with close attention to the material goods provided for 
Anna’s mourning, the form and nature of the procession, and the socio- 
political hierarchy and cultural identity of her household as seen through 
the funerary accounts. The event is importantly contextualised within the 
international political climate of 1619 – when Europe teetered on the brink 
of the Thirty Years’ War – and argues that King James marshalled the occa-
sion as a diplomatic strategy intended to secure a Stuart–Habsburg mar-
riage that would, in turn, secure European peace. This chapter highlights 
Anna’s role as a figure of negotiation and mediation which is, perhaps, 
most significantly demonstrated by the fact that Kings James VI and I and 
Christian IV of Denmark-Norway (1577–1648) acknowledged her death 
as having removed the familial element between their dynasties and the 
resultant need for a formal agreement. This was the first alliance signed 
between the Houses of Oldenburg and Stuart since James had become the 
head of a composite monarchy in 1603.

By exploring the impact that Anna’s Danish experiences and connec-
tions had on her later patronage and collecting, this book challenges us 
to rethink the influence that the Stuart queen consort had – and the Baltic 
had – on the formation of early modern culture in Scotland and England. 
While Anna is the prime focus, the analyses help more generally to extend 
our knowledge of the myriad ways in which early modern royal women 
used visual and material culture to communicate political aims, support, 
and allegiances together with their sense of factional, dynastic, or religious 
belonging. This book does not intend to have the final word on Anna of 
Denmark but to analyse her prevailing historiography and ensure that far 
from being ‘one of the least attractive courts in history’, the early Stuart 
courts are seen as characterised by a unique and compelling diversity of 
styles, policies, values, and factions.48
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